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Abstract Northwest directed slip from the southern San Andreas Fault is transferred to the Mission Creek,
Banning, and Garnet Hill fault strands in the northwestern Coachella Valley. How slip is partitioned between
these three faults is critical to southern California seismic hazard estimates but is poorly understood. In
this paper, we report the ﬁrst slip rate measured for the Banning fault strand. We constrain the depositional
age of an alluvial fan offset 25 ± 5m from its source by the Banning strand to between 5.1 ± 0.4 ka (95%
conﬁdence interval (CI)) and 6.4 + 3.7/2.1 ka (95% CI) using U-series dating of pedogenic carbonate clast
coatings and 10Be cosmogenic nuclide exposure dating of surface clasts. We calculate a Holocene geologic
slip rate for the Banning strand of 3.9 + 2.3/1.6mm/yr (median, 95% CI) to 4.9 + 1.0/0.9mm/yr (median,
95% CI). This rate represents only 25–35% of the total slip accommodated by this section of the southern
San Andreas Fault, suggesting a model in which slip is less concentrated on the Banning strand than previously
thought. In rejecting the possibility that the Banning strand is the dominant structure, our results highlight an
even greater need for slip rate and paleoseismic measurements along faults in the northwestern Coachella
Valley in order to test the validity of current earthquake hazard models. In addition, our comparison of
ages measured with U-series and 10Be exposure dating demonstrates the importance of using multiple
geochronometers when estimating the depositional age of alluvial landforms.
1. Introduction
The Coachella Valley segment of the southern San Andreas Fault in southern California consists of a system of
faults that increase in complexity toward the northwest, from a single right-lateral strand at Bombay Beach
(Indio strand) to an intricate network of right-lateral-reverse faults in the San Gorgonio Pass region [Allen,
1957; Matti and Morton, 1993] (Figure 1). Because the Coachella Valley segment is considered well past its
average earthquake recurrence interval [Fumal et al., 2002; Fialko, 2006; Weldon et al., 2005; Field et al.,
2009; Philibosian et al., 2011], an understanding of how these faults interact to accommodate Paciﬁc-North
American plate motion and transfer slip to other faults within the San Andreas Fault System is critical to rea-
listically assessing seismic hazard and, more broadly, to understanding the evolution of long-lived strike-slip
fault systems over different spatial and temporal scales.
An issue of particular importance in assessing seismic hazard in southern California is the frequency with
which large earthquakes generated on the Coachella Valley segment propagate into and through the San
Gorgonio Pass region, potentially triggering slip on the San Bernardino segment of the San Andreas Fault
and continuing into the Los Angeles Basin. At present, however, there are no constraints on the amount of
slip that enters San Gorgonio Pass from the southeast. The closest geologic slip rate measured for the
Coachella Valley segment is at Biskra Palms Oasis in the southeastern Indio Hills (Figure 1), about 50 km south-
east of San Gorgonio Pass [Van der Woerd et al., 2006; Behr et al., 2010; Keller et al., 1982]. At that latitude, the
Indio strand of the Coachella Valley segment splits into three additional primary strands: the Mission Creek,
Banning, and Garnet Hill strands. The Mission Creek strand trends northwestward, bounding the northern
side of the Indio Hills, across the northern Coachella Valley and into the San Bernardino Mountains where
it intersects northeast trending faults within the Eastern Transverse Ranges before continuing west and
northwest [Dibblee, 1964, 1967; Matti and Morton, 1993; Kendrick et al., 2015]. Although bluffs south of the
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town of Desert Hot Springs are related to slip on the Mission Creek strand, geomorphic indicators of recent
slip are scarce and it is thought to be inactive over the Holocene farther west [Matti and Morton, 1993;
Kendrick et al., 2015; Owen et al., 2014]. The Banning strand continues out of the Indio Hills across
Holocene alluvium in the northwestern Coachella Valley subparallel to the Garnet Hill strand where both
strands intersect faults of the San Gorgonio Pass Fault zone [Matti et al., 1992; Matti and Morton, 1993; Yule
and Sieh, 2003].
At Biskra Palms Oasis, the slip rate on the Mission Creek strand of the fault is 12–22mm/yr averaged over
~50 kyr, but how slip is partitioned between the primary structures (Banning, Mission Creek, and Garnet
Hill strands) to the northwest is entirely unconstrained. In this paper, we investigate this issue by (1) presenting
new geomorphic and structural constraints on fault kinematics and slip transfer between the Banning and
Mission Creek strands within the Indio Hills and (2) providing the ﬁrst quantitative estimate of the slip rate
for the Banning strand in the northwestern Coachella Valley. We discuss the implications of these new data
for seismic hazard and slip partitioning in southern California.
2. Tectonic Setting
The southern San Andreas Fault System displays considerable complexity, and we therefore use the following
nomenclature throughout this paper. The terms segment, strand (or fault strand), and splay are used in a
hierarchical fashion, with segment representing a regional domain of San Andreas–related fault strands that
themselves may be split into two or more fault splays. We refer to the San Andreas Fault Zone southeast and
northwest of San Gorgonio Pass as the Coachella Valley segment and San Bernardino strand of the Mojave
segment, respectively. We refer to the various strands and splays that compose these segments according
to previously used classiﬁcations that are cited accordingly.
2.1. Miocene-recent Fault Zone Development
The late Cenozoic development of the southern San Andreas Fault System in the area of the Transverse
Ranges is described in detail by Matti et al. [1992] and Matti and Morton [1993]; we provide a brief summary
of their work here. The present-day Banning strand is the reactivated southern section of an ancestral fault
system that was abandoned around 5Ma as the San Andreas Fault system migrated inboard and the
ancestral Mission Creek Fault developed as the dominant structure accommodating relative plate motion
[Matti et al., 1992; Matti and Morton, 1993]. During the late Pliocene, the majority of San Andreas Fault slip
(~130 km) was concentrated on the Mission Creek Fault, but increasing structural complexity forced its partial
abandonment in the late Quaternary, leading to the development of the Mill Creek Fault (Figure 1) [Kendrick
et al., 2015; Matti et al., 1992; Matti and Morton, 1993]. The Mill Creek Fault accommodated only ~8 km of slip
Figure 1. Fault map of the southern San Andreas Fault (SAF) system in the vicinity of San Gorgonio Pass. Late Quaternary fault slip rates have been determined at
Plunge Creek [McGill et al., 2013] and Wilson Creek [Harden and Matti, 1989] along the San Bernardino strand and at Biskra Palms Oasis [Behr et al., 2010; Van der
Woerd et al., 2006; Keller et al., 1982] along the Coachella Valley segment, of which the Banning, Mission Creek, Garnet Hill and Indio strands are a part. This study
contributes the ﬁrst slip rate for the Banning strand (Banning str.) at its northwest end. Cross sections A–D illustrating structural deformation within the Indio Hills are
presented in Figure 5. Star north of study area indicates the epicenter of the 1986M5.9 North Palm Springs. aMCF: ancestral Mission Creek Fault; BC: Badger Canyon;
BCFZ: Blue Cut Fault zone; BF: Burro Flats; BMF: Burnt Mountain Fault; Cb: Cabazon; CC: Cottonwood Canyon; CP: Cajon Pass; EH: EdomHill; EPF: Eureka Peak Fault; GH:
Garnet Hill; IH: Indio Hills; MCS: Mission Creek strand; MVF: Morongo Valley Fault; PMF: Pinto Mountain Fault; PwC: Pushawalla Canyon; SGPFZ: San Gorgonio Pass
Fault Zone; SJF: San Jacinto Fault; WwC: Whitewater Canyon; WwH: Whitewater Hills.
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before the development of the San Bernardino strand of the Mojave segment, which has been the primary
structure accommodating right-lateral slip between Cajon Pass and San Gorgonio Pass since the late
Pleistocene [Matti et al., 1992; Matti and Morton, 1993]. Also in the late Pleistocene, and presumably
in response to the continued difﬁculty of transferring slip though the San Bernardino Mountains, the
present-day Banning strand was reactivated across the northern Coachella Valley and has since accommo-
dated 2–3 km of right-lateral slip. The San Bernardino strand and the Banning strand have colinear fault
traces, but there is no surface evidence of a throughgoing strike-slip structure traversing the complex San
Gorgonio Pass Fault zone [Matti and Morton, 1993; Yule and Sieh, 2003]. Little is known about the reverse
or right-reverse Garnet Hill strand.
This model of Mio-Pliocene northeastward migration of plate boundary slip and late Pleistocene migration of
slip back to the southwest is based on sedimentological and structural data from within the San Bernardino
Mountains [Matti et al., 1992; Matti and Morton, 1993]. More recent geologic, geodetic, and seismic data are
too sparse to uniquely constrain how slip is presently partitioned between the faults in this area. The M5.9
1986 North Palm Springs earthquake main shock and aftershock sequences were interpreted to have been
on the Banning strand [Jones et al., 1986; Sharp et al., 1986], but this depends critically on the Banning and
Mission Creek strand dips and their depth of intersection, neither of which are well constrained. GPS
measurements of contemporary slip are also too sparse to model the Banning and Mission Creek strands
as separate structures [Meade, 2005; Loveless and Meade, 2011; Fialko, 2006; Spinler et al., 2010; Fay and
Humphreys, 2005]. Thus, more detailed geomorphic and structural observations and late Pleistocene-
Holocene geologic slip rates are needed to resolve modern-day strain partitioning in this complex zone.
2.2. Quaternary Slip Rates From the Southern San Andreas Fault
Quantitative geologic slip rates for the active fault strands immediately to the north (San Bernardino strand)
and south (Mission Creek, Banning, and Garnet Hill strands) of San Gorgonio Pass have been published for
only two sites. McGill et al. [2013] measured slip rates of 7.0–15.7mm/yr and 6.3–18.5mm/yr averaged over
35 ka and 10 ka, respectively, along the San Bernardino strand of the Mojave segment at Plunge Creek from
offset ﬂuvial and alluvial features dated using radiocarbon (Figure 1). This rate overlaps with a qualitatively
constrained 14–25mm/yr slip rate for the San Bernardino strand measured from an offset alluvial fan to
the southeast at Wilson Creek that was dated to ~14 ka using soil development observations (Figure 1)
[Harden and Matti, 1989]. A dip-slip rate of 1.0–1.3mm/yr on a single thrust strand to the southeast within
the San Gorgonio Pass Fault zone is lower than the published rates from Plunge Creek but represents a
minimum rate through this distributed fault zone [Yule and Sieh, 2003]. Two additional, although unpublished,
lateral slip rates from within San Gorgonio Pass overlap with the lower bounds on the slip rates measured for
the San Bernardino strand at Plunge Creek [Orozco and Yule, 2003; Yule et al., 2001].
On the Coachella Valley segment, in a revision of early work by Keller et al. [1982] and van der Woerd et al.
[2006], Behr et al. [2010] measured an ~50 kyr average slip rate of 12–22mm/yr (14–17mm/yr preferred) near
Biskra Palms Oasis at the very southern end of the Mission Creek strand where it intersects the Banning and
Indio strands (Figure 1). This rate overlaps, within error, with somewhat higher preliminary, unpublished rates
from northwest of Biskra Palms near Pushawalla Canyon [Blisniuk et al., 2013]. The Biskra Palms slip rate is the
only published slip rate for the Mission Creek strand and is considered representative of the total slip rate for
the Coachella Valley segment because the relatively poor surface expression of the adjacent Banning strand
suggests it accommodates only a minor component of total slip. Behr et al. [2010] estimated a slip rate of
1–3mm/yr for the Banning strand at this locality, consistent with the Mission Creek strand being the
immediate recipient of nearly all slip from the Indio strand to the southeast. In the Indio Hills block, multiple
splay faults associated with the Mission Creek strand, along with geomorphic and topographic complexities
of the Indio Hills landscape, strongly point to signiﬁcant along-strike variations in slip in this area, as we
discuss further in subsequent sections. For this reason, we emphasize that published rates for the Mission
Creek and Banning strands should not be projected more than a few kilometers along strike in either direction.
Taken together, the rates from Plunge Creek and Biskra Palms permit interpretations wherein ~50% to 100% of
the total slip from the Coachella Valley segment is transferred northwest to the San Bernardino strand. There is
little evidence for signiﬁcant latest Quaternary slip on the ancestral Mission Creek Fault or the Mill Creek strand
in the San Bernardino Mountains [Matti et al., 1992; Weldon, 2010; Sieh, 1994; Kendrick et al., 2015]. Thus, slip
transfer from the southern Mission Creek strand to the Banning and Garnet Hill strands and eventually to the
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San Gorgonio Pass Fault zone must be
the primary mechanism by which slip,
regardless of the amount, propagates
northwest from the Coachella Valley
segment to the San Bernardino strand.
In the absence of quantitative slip rate
data, two end-member rupture scenarios
for an earthquake that nucleates on the
Indio strand of the Coachella Valley
segment may be possible:
1. Rupture may propagate northwest,
primarily along the Banning strand
(Figure 2a), transferring slip into
the San Gorgonio Pass Fault zone
and potentially threatening southern
California populations, as is con-
sidered probable by the Uniform
California Earthquake Rupture Forecast
Version 3 hazard model [Field et al.,
2014, 2015].
2. Rupture may propagate northwest,
primarily along the Mission Creek
strand (Figure 2b), and transfer slip
away from southern California popu-
lations via faults in the Eastern
Transverse Ranges.
More evenly distributed slip partitioning
and multipath rupture scenarios, includ-
ing slip on the Garnet Hill strand, that lie between these two end-members are also possible. In subsequent
sections, we will discuss both qualitative and quantitative constraints on the minimum slip transfer that
occurs between these two important fault strands in the northern Coachella Valley, focusing primarily on
the geomorphology, structure, and slip rate on the Banning strand.
3. Evidence for Slip Transfer Between the Mission Creek and Banning Strands
3.1. Geomorphic Evidence
We used the B4 lidar data, Google Earth imagery, and ﬁeld observations to systematically investigate the
tectonic geomorphology of the Banning and Mission Creek strands in the northern Coachella Valley
(Figures 3 and 4). In the southeast Indio Hills, the Banning and Mission Creek strands diverge about 1 km east
of Biskra Palms Oasis (Figure 3a). Along strike to the northwest, the surface trace of the Mission Creek strand is
well expressed (Figures 3a and 3e), whereas evidence of displacement along the Banning strand is poorly
expressed until just west of Pushawalla Canyon where a prominent fault scarp in late Pleistocene alluvium
records several meters of apparently vertical offset (Figures 3a and 3i). Farther to the northwest, evidence
of recent faulting along the Banning strand is again scarce until ~2.5 km east of Edom Hill, where it clearly
deﬁnes a linear surface trace (Figure 3h). Field measurements from along this section yield minimum
right-lateral offsets of 2–4m of small drainages cut through modern sediments (Figure S1 in the supporting
information). Farther toward the northwest, the Banning strand can be traced almost without interruption
out of the Indio Hills across modern alluvium in the northernmost Coachella Valley (Figure 3g) to the eastern
entrance to San Gorgonio Pass. Although the linear trace in Figure 3g is deﬁned primarily by aeolian sand
trapped by vegetation lineaments, the Banning strand clearly displaces several late Pleistocene and
Holocene alluvial deposits (Figure 3f) before merging with the San Gorgonio Pass Fault zone near
Cottonwood Canyon. Both walls of Whitewater Canyon (Figure 1) are also right-laterally displaced by the
Banning strand; the actively refreshed eastern wall is deﬂected ~40m, providing additional evidence of
Figure 2. End-member options for slip partitioning and the probable
distribution of displacement on the Mission Creek, Banning, and Garnet
Hill strands during a future rupture on the Coachella Valley segment of
the southern San Andreas Fault. (a) Option 1: Future ruptures are most
likely to follow the Banning strand. This option is consistent with a fast
(≥15mm/yr) slip rate at the study location. (b) Option 2: Future ruptures
are equally likely to bypass the Banning strand in favor of the Mission
Creek strand and eventual transfer of slip to the Eastern California Shear
Zone. This option is consistent with a slow (<10mm/yr) slip rate at our
study site. Intermediate scenarios are also possible, including rupture of
the Garnet Hill strandwith the Banning strand and amore even distribution
of slip between all three faults. Distinguishing between these models
requires slip rate data for the Banning strand.
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recent faulting, whereas the protected western wall is offset several hundred meters, providing evidence of
sustained longer-term right lateral slip.
The trace of the Mission Creek strand is most obvious at its southeast end, where it deﬁnes a clear linear trace
bounding the northern ﬂank of the Indio Hills (Figure 3e), and the fault can be followed northwest through
modern alluvium in the Coachella Valley until the town of Desert Hot Springs (Figure 3d). However, farther
along strike, offsets of more recent alluvium become scarce and the surface trace of the Mission Creek strand
is most clearly deﬁned by shutter ridges and offset bedrock that record the longer-term slip history
(Figure 3c). Whereas the northwest section of the Banning strand is clearly resolved in airborne lidar and
imagery data (Figure 3f), the opposite is true of the northwest section of the Mission Creek strand, which does
not appear to displace late Pleistocene alluvium as it climbs into the San Bernardino Mountains east of its
junction with the Mill Creek strand and Pinto Mountain Fault (Figure 3b) [Matti et al., 1992; Kendrick et al.,
2015]. In addition, the gradients in geomorphic expression observed along strike of the Banning and
Figure 3. Shaded relief images showing geomorphic evidence of active faulting along sections of the Mission Creek (b–e)
and the Banning strand (f–i) from their junction at the south end of the Indio Hills (a) to the San Bernardino Mountains
and San Gorgonio Pass to the northwest. Images are derived from B4 airborne lidar; black and white arrows indicate the
fault surface traces as observed or inferred by lidar-based observations. Figure locations along each fault are shown on
the upper right map. Upper right abbreviations: San Gorgonio Pass (SGP), Mission Creek fault strand (MCF), Banning fault
strand (BF), Coachella Valley segment of the southern San Andreas Fault (CV-SAF). The northwest increasing geomorphic
expression of the Banning strand is coincident with the northwest decrease in geomorphic expression of the Mission Creek
strand, suggesting that the Banning strand is the most active structure by the time both faults exit the Coachella Valley.
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Mission Creek strands are mirrored by changes in the amount of offset recorded by small drainages displaced
where they cross each fault (Figure S2). Drainage offsets are formed during surface rupturing earthquakes so
the ease with which a fault trace can be identiﬁed by their presence is primarily a function of how active the
fault is (although climate and lithology are also factors). The observed along-strike gradients in drainage off-
sets and fault expression in the northwestern Coachella Valley imply a northwest increase in fault activity
along the Banning strand coincident with an apparent decrease in fault activity along the Mission Creek
strand in the same direction.
Larger-scale geomorphic observations in the Indio Hills are also consistent with slip transfer between the
Banning and Mission Creek strands. The Indio Hills separate the Banning and Mission Creek strands for
roughly 23 km northwest of their divergence near Biskra Palms Oasis (Figure 4). This area of uplifted and
deformed ﬂuvial and deltaic sedimentary units is the only signiﬁcant topography along either fault until
the San Bernardino Mountains and is nowhere wider than ~4 km. Immediately northwest of their divergence,
the Banning and Mission Creek strands are separated by the alluvial Ocotillo Formation. For the ﬁrst ~11 km
along strike northwest from Biskra Palms Oasis, the Ocotillo Formation is characterized by several low-relief,
ﬂuvially planed, well-varnished surfaces separated by large incised drainages (Figure 4). About 1.5 km from
Thousand Palms Canyon, the geomorphology of the Indio Hills transitions abruptly into a high-relief land-
scape deﬁned by densely spaced active modern channels that expose deeper stratigraphic levels of the
Ocotillo and underlying Palm Spring Formation. This change in the geomorphic expression of the Indio
Hills landscape is compatible with a model in which most of the slip transfer between the Banning and
Mission Creek strands occurs within the Indio Hills west of Thousand Palms Canyon (Figure 4).
The gradients in surface expression observed along strike of the Banning and Mission Creek strands and the
geomorphic and erosional changes in the Indio Hills are consistent with a model in which slip transfers from
Mission Creek strand to the Banning strand in the northwestern Indio Hills. Structural measurements
described in the next section provide further evidence that right-lateral slip is transferred to the Banning
strand within the western Indio Hills.
Figure 4. (a) Satellite image and (b) lidar-derived color-shaded relief maps of the Indio Hills. Alluvial sediments between the
Mission Creek and Banning strands are relatively undisturbed between Biskra Palms Oasis and Thousand Palms Canyon
except immediately adjacent to the faults, suggesting only moderate fault interaction. The abrupt increase in topography,
relief, stream incision, and erosion northwest of Thousand Palms Canyon suggests the onset of more signiﬁcant slip transfer
from the Mission Creek to the Banning strand. The uplift of Edom Hill suggests further transfer of slip to the Garnet Hill
strand. Structural measurements (black dots) along with existing mapping [Dibblee, 2008] were used to construct cross
sections A though D (Figure 5), which show deformation and uplift consistent with these geomorphic observations.
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3.2. Structural Evidence
New cross sections illustrating the internal structure of the Indio Hills (Figure 5) were constructed by
combining existing structural data and geologic mapping [Dibblee, 2008] with new structural measurements
collected along major N-S trending channels that cross the Indio Hills. The locations of the new structural
measurements are shown on Figure 4b and reported in Table S1. The cross sections highlight several
relationships critical to understanding strain partitioning and kinematics between fault strands in the Indio
Hills. Measurements of fault dips in the Indio Hills indicate that at the surface, the Mission Creek strand dips
steeply toward the south and does not vary signiﬁcantly along strike, whereas the dip of the Banning strand
increases from subhorizontal near Biskra Palms Oasis [Behr et al., 2010] to near vertical just east of Edom Hill
~18 km to the northwest. This increase in dip is reﬂected in a northwestward transition from variably striking
isolated fault scarps near Pushawalla and Thousand Palms Canyons to the relatively linear fault scarps east
and west of Edom Hill (Figure 3h). Between the two fault strands in the southeast Indio Hills, the
Pleistocene Ocotillo Formation is broadly warped, exhibiting open folding, but very little internal deformation
(Figure 5, D-D′). Local steepening of the Ocotillo Formation gravel bedding is observed adjacent to both faults
but is greater along the Mission Creek strand. By contrast, in the northwest Indio Hills near Edom Hill, the
Ocotillo Formation is locally vertically dipping adjacent to the steeply dipping Banning strand on its south
side. This deformation coincides spatially with the inception of the reverse- or oblique reverse-slip Garnet
Hill strand along the south side of Edom Hill. Additionally, in the northwest Indio Hills, the Ocotillo
Formation exhibits more signiﬁcant, shorter-wavelength folding between the Banning and Mission Creek
strands, accommodated by signiﬁcant bedding-parallel shear along clay-rich intervals (Figure S3). This
increased deformation is associated with greater amounts of uplift and erosion as indicated by exhumed
exposures of the Pliocene Palm Spring Formation and small slivers of the underlying Imperial Formation.
The increased deformation and exhumation are also spatially coincident with the change in drainage
patterns and relief discussed in the previous section (Figure 4). The Imperial and Palm Spring Formations
are substantially more deformed than the overlying Ocotillo gravels, suggesting deformation between the
two faults strands has been ongoing probably since at least the Pliocene.
Figure 5. Cross sections traversing the Indio Hills based on structural mapping showing along-strike gradients in fault dip
and deformation of the Ocotillo and Palm Springs Formations between the Banning, Mission Creek, and Garnet Hill strands.
The northwest increase in exhumation, folding, and topography between the two faults and the increasing dip of the
Banning strand provide structural evidence for the transfer of right-lateral slip from theMission Creek strand to the Banning
strand within the Indio Hills. The greater deformation adjacent to the Banning strand shown at the SW edge of A-A′
suggests subsequent transfer of some displacement to the Garnet Hill strand.
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These along-strike variations in fault dip and deformation patterns indicate that signiﬁcant slip transfer
occurs between the Mission Creek and Banning strands and between the Banning and Garnet Hill strands
over both long (Quaternary) and short (Holocene) timescales. It suggests that for a few kilometers toward
the northwest of the intersection of the Mission Creek and Banning strands in the southeast Indio Hills, the
Mission Creek strand is accommodating the majority of right-lateral motion, whereas the Banning strand is
dominantly dip slip. This is consistent with observations from a shallow subsurface trench in which the
Palm Spring Formation is thrust over a late Pleistocene alluvial fan complex by the shallowly dipping
Banning strand [Behr et al., 2010]. As the Banning strand steepens toward the northwest, deformation
steps left and is transferred from the Mission Creek strand and right-lateral shear is localized onto the
Banning strand. The presence of Edom Hill and the structural and geomorphic relationships observed
there suggest that the Banning strand is accommodating primarily right-lateral shear in this area and
the Garnet Hill strand accommodates the dip-slip component, effectively mimicking the Banning-
Mission Creek relationship seen near Biskra Palms. This pattern of progressive left-stepping of faults to
form local restraining bends and associated topography has been described for other closely spaced faults
in the Big Bend region of the San Andreas Fault [Sylvester, 1999; Sylvester and Smith, 1976; Bilham and
Williams, 1985; Bürgmann, 1991]. Evidence for slip transfer between the Mission Creek and Banning strands
dies out at the northwest end of the Indio Hills, which can be explained by a northwest decrease in the
Mission Creek strand slip rate and the separation of the two faults to distances exceeding 4 km, the
maximum distance across which slip can be transferred between subparallel structures [Elliott et al.,
2009; Wesnousky, 2006].
4. The Painted Hill Slip Rate Site
The geomorphologic and structural data discussed in previous sections suggest signiﬁcant slip transfer
between the Mission Creek and Banning strands but do not provide quantitative information as to howmuch
slip is concentrated on the Banning strand as it enters San Gorgonio Pass. To investigate this, we use offset
measurements and Quaternary geochronology to estimate the slip rate at a newly identiﬁed site along the
Banning strand near the eastern entrance to San Gorgonio Pass, which we informally refer to as the
“Painted Hill” site.
In the southeastern section of San Gorgonio Pass, the 285° trending, steeply dipping Banning strand sepa-
rates moderately SE dipping Pliocene fanglomerates north of the fault from beheaded late Pleistocene and
Holocene alluvial fans south of the fault. At this location (33.942005°N, 116.620846°E), the Banning strand
offsets a small alluvial fan, which we refer to as Qfr, from its small (~0.03 km2) source catchment north of
the fault (Figure 6). Previous mapping did not differentiate this small (also ~0.03 km2 in area) deposit from
an older, truncated, and tilted alluvial fan surface (Qoa3s on Figure 6), which it overlies. Dirt roads and
windmill foundations constructed along the fault and along the Qfr fan crest have superﬁcially disrupted
the fan surface (Figure 6a). Consequently, the elevation contours and the morphology apparent in the
hillshaded elevation models near the top of the Qfr fan do not reﬂect the original fan morphology, but rather
topography that has been modiﬁed by construction. However, despite anthropogenic modiﬁcation, the
distinctive topographic curvature of the fan allows us to precisely locate its apex, axis, and margins using
the B4 lidar data. Shallow bar and swale topography distinguish the western side of Qfr downslope from
the fan apex from the texturally smoother eastern side, which is currently downstream of the source
catchment and so may have been subject to slight postdepositional modiﬁcation. Channels incised by less
than 10 cm near the top of Qfr deepen to about a meter at its margins and radiate away from the fan apex.
The largest clast sizes observed at the fan surface are small boulders, but cobble-sized clasts are most
abundant. The clasts are unvarnished, and there is no pavement development on the fan surface.
We excavated a 180 cm deep pit close to the Qfr fan crest near its apex to expose the fan in cross section.
Bedding within it is very poorly developed but shows a weak inverse grading, with the largest clasts
concentrated in the upper 60 cm. This upper interval is matrix supported, with the matrix consisting primarily
of sand and silt. At ~60 cm depth, a higher concentration and weak imbrication of large clasts suggest that
this interval may represent the reworked top of an earlier depositional sequence represented by the interval
from 60 to 180 cm. This lower interval contains some cobbles but is dominated by sand and large pebbles. As
in the upper interval, there is no coherent bedding, but there are anastomosing, lighter-colored, pebble-rich
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lenses that are laterally continuous for up to 40 cm. These relationships suggest that the upper ~2m of Qfr fan
consists of one to two stacked debris ﬂow deposits. Soil descriptions are provided in Table 1.
5. Offset Model
The curvature of the Qfr fan surface is most easily visualized with 1m elevation contours derived from 1m
resolution B4 lidar. Although modiﬁcation of the fan surface by construction along the axis produces
irregularities near the centers of the topographic contours, they can be modeled to reveal the projected apex
location and fan axis orientation. We approach this in two ways. First, we model the contours as
Table 1. Soil Descriptions
Horizon Depth (cm) Description
Av 0–1.5 Dark brown (10YR 3/3m, 5/3d); Loamy sand to sandy loam texture; moderate, medium platy structure; soft, nonsticky and nonplastic
consistence; abrupt, smooth boundary
Bw 1.5–8 Dark yellowish brown (10YR 4/4m, 5/4d); slightly gravelly sandy loam texture; massive breaking to weak, ﬁne subangular blocky structure;
soft to loose, nonsticky and nonplastic consistence; no clay ﬁlms; clear, wavy boundary
Cox 8–23.5 Dark brown to brown (10YR 4/3m, 5/3d); slightly gravelly loamy sand; massive breaking to weak, coarse subangular blocky structure;
loose, nonsticky and nonplastic consistence; clear to gradual, wavy boundary
2C 23.5–46 Dark brown to brown (10YR 4/3m, 6/3d); gravelly sand texture; single-grain structure; loose, nonsticky and nonplastic consistence; no CaCO3
2Ck 46–152+ Dark brown to brown (10YR 4/3m, 6/3d); gravelly sand texture; single-grain structure; loose, nonsticky and nonplastic consistence; Stage I
CaCO3 with thin dustings to 91 cm depth and thin coatings on clast bottoms from 91 cm to the bottom of the pit
Figure 6. (a) Aspect colored slope shade map of the offset Qfr alluvial fan, which was deposited on top of the older Qoa3s
alluvial deposit during no more than two debris ﬂow events. Two meter contours reveal typical alluvial fan curvature. Black
dots show sampling locations for U-series and 10Be exposure dating. Offset and deﬂected to the east and west signify
predominantly right-lateral slip along this section of the Banning strand. Topography and fan morphology near the top
of Qfr are have been disrupted by construction. (b) Annotated panoramic photograph of the ﬁeld site looking to the
southwest from the vantage shown in Figure 6a.
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approximately concentric circles whose
centers of curvature indicate the apex
of the fan (Figure 7a) [Keller et al.,
2000]. The upper four contours domi-
nantly reﬂect topography created dur-
ing road construction and are therefore
excluded from the analysis. This qualita-
tive method results in a cluster of circle
centers that project the apex of Qfr
to a location about 4m north of the
fault and about 30m from the modern
catchment thalweg in a direction
parallel to fault strike.
Second, we use the MATLAB function
ﬁtcircle to calculate both linear (mini-
mizing algebraic error) and nonlinear
(minimizing geometric errors) least
squares circle ﬁts to the contours
[Gander et al., 1994]. For this analysis,
we used ArcGIS and the B4 airborne
lidar data to generate 1m topographic
contour lines clipped to limit their
coverage to the area of the Qfr fan. We
then exported 13 consecutive contours
from near the top of Qfr as xyz ﬁles. We
excluded the upper four contour inter-
vals where the topography has been
most signiﬁcantly affected by road and
windmill construction as well as the
lower several contours where erosion
has most altered the fan morphology
(Figure 6a). We then use our MATLAB
code to ﬁt circles to each xyz contour
data set and plot the contours, the cir-
cles, and the circle centers of curvature
(Figure 7b). This quantitative calculation
results in two nearly identical distribu-
tions of circle centers from the linear
and nonlinear ﬁts. Since circles are not
forced to be concentric using this
method, the circle centers deﬁne linear
distributions that we interpret to reﬂect
the location and azimuth of the fan axis
because they match the location and orientation of both the topographic drainage divide and the fan axis
determined visually from the aspect map of the Qfr fan (Figure 6a). As a last step, we calculated a linear least
squares ﬁt through both groups of circle centers to provide a linear approximation of the axis. A detailed
description of the workﬂow, the MATLAB code, and a link to the ﬁtcircle download page are provided in
the supporting information.
Using this method, we ﬁnd that the fan axis, which should extend away from themouth of the modern catch-
ment, is offset from themodern catchment thalweg by 25m in a direction parallel to fault strike (Figure 8). For
our ﬁnal offset model, we rely on this slightly lower but less qualitatively constrained offset value and we
emphasize again that the topography west of this axis that appears to mark the apex of the fan is the product
of road construction. Although the current channel thalweg occupies a deeper, narrower incision at the
Figure 7. Topography-based methods for approximating the apex
(a) and axis (b) of the Qfr fan. The upper four contours reﬂect topography
modiﬁed by construction and are excluded from the analysis. In Figure 7a,
circles ﬁt visually to 1m topographic contours. Forcing the circles to be
concentric gives an approximation of the location of the fan apex (inset). In
Figure 7b, linear and nonlinear least squares circle ﬁts to the contours
result in linear distributions of the circle centers that approximate the
orientation and along-strike location of the fan axis. The quantitatively
constrained fan axis serves as the offset piercing line, whichwe reconstruct
~25m from the Qfr source catchment.
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mouth of the catchment where it intersects the fault, this feature likely postdates deposition and westward
transport of Qfr along the fault. At the time of deposition, however, the thalweg may have intersected the
fault anywhere along the ~10m wide catchment mouth. To account for this uncertainty, we assign errors
of ±5m to the offset axis measurement. Tools for assigning statistically determined errors to lateral recon-
structions of offset features have been successfully implemented for channel-channel offsets [Zielke and
Arrowsmith, 2012] and could possibly be adapted to catchment-fan offsets such as that analyzed here.
However, since the morphology of Qfr adjacent to the fault has been altered by construction, calculating
statistically determined errors using these methods is not straightforward. Therefore, the ﬁnal 25 ± 5m offset
reﬂects the minimum (20m), preferred (25m), and maximum (30m) measurements (Figure 8), not a 2σ error
or a 95% conﬁdent interval. Best practices for assigning uncertainty to offset features are still evolving
[Scharer et al., 2014]; however, we believe ±20% conservatively estimates the combined uncertainties in
estimating the thalweg and axis location because it eclipses the uncertainty in the fan axis location due to
fault parallel scatter in circle centers and is on par with or exceeds errors assigned to measurements of both
historical single-event and older multievent offsets reported in several recent studies in which uncertainties
were carefully considered [Zielke et al., 2012; Salisbury et al., 2012; Gold et al., 2013].
6. Geochronology
A variety of quantitative geochronologic techniques are used to estimate depositional ages of Quaternary
alluvial deposits including luminescence dating, radiocarbon dating, U-series dating of pedogenic carbonate
clast coatings, and cosmogenic exposure dating of surface cobbles, surface boulders, depth proﬁles, and
buried clasts. The complex processes governing the geomorphic history of alluvial deposits are poorly under-
stood but may exert signiﬁcant control on the formation and retention of the atomic and isotopic concentra-
tions targeted by these commonly employed dating methods. Therefore, interpretations of depositional age
from a measured date rely upon major assumptions about geomorphic history, increasing the chances that
using a single dating technique could lead to an erroneous interpretation of the age of an alluvial landform. In
order to limit the inﬂuence that the epistemic uncertainty associated with a single techniquemight have over
an age interpretation, several recent studies have combined multiple geochronologic methods to evaluate
the age of the alluvial deposit [Fletcher et al., 2010; Blisniuk et al., 2012; Behr et al., 2010]. We follow these
studies by using both cosmogenic exposure dating and U-series dating of pedogenic carbonate.
6.1. 10Be Exposure Dating: Methods
In situ terrestrial cosmogenic nuclide surface exposure dating (hereafter exposure dating) of rocks found at
the upper 2m of the Earth’s surface provides amethod for quantifying the geomorphic evolution and deposi-
tional age of alluvial surfaces over 102–107 year timescales. This method has been described in detail in
several comprehensive reviews but is summarized below in the context of 10Be exposure dating [Gosse
and Phillips, 2001; Granger et al., 2013; Dunai, 2010; Bierman, 1994; Lal, 1991]. Beryllium-10 is produced at
the Earth’s surface primarily by spallogenic reactions between high-energy secondary cosmic ray-derived
Figure 8. (a) Minimum, (b) preferred, and (c) maximum offsets measured by reconstructing the axis of the Qfr fan to the mouth of its source catchment indicate
between 20 and 30m of right-lateral displacement since deposition. The scale bar along the fault represents 50m; increments are 5m. The offset error of ±5m
reﬂects uncertainty in the location of the catchment thalweg at the time of deposition.
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particles and oxygen (and to a lesser extent silicon) in quartz. Because 10Be is not produced within minerals in
signiﬁcant quantities by any other means, its concentration in quartz is related to (1) the length of exposure
on Earth’s surface, (2) the production rate of 10Be at a speciﬁc latitude and elevation, and (3) the half-life of
10Be, all of which are known or can be inferred. By measuring the concentration of 10Be in quartz-bearing
surface clasts, it is possible to estimate the time since that clast was ﬁrst exposed to cosmic rays, which, with
several assumptions, can be related to depositional age. Additionally, the production of 10Be nuclides by neu-
tron spallation decreases exponentially to near zero at a depth of ~2m in gravelly sediments. Beryllium-10
concentrations measured in samples composed of the sand-sized fraction or amalgamated clasts collected
at different depth intervals from a soil pit excavated into an alluvial deposit can be modeled to provide a
surface exposure age as well. This method also measures the average concentration of inherited 10Be
nuclides that may have accumulated when the sediments analyzed were exposed at the surface prior to ﬁnal
deposition. Correcting for inheritance in depth proﬁle measurements simply requires subtracting the inher-
ited component from the total nuclide concentration [Anderson et al., 1996; Repka et al., 1997]. Correcting for
inheritance in individual surface clasts is less straightforward and has been approached by measuring the
mean age of multiple surface clasts in order to average out differences in inherited nuclide concentrations
and the effects of clast erosion, which lowers nuclide concentrations over time [Repka et al., 1997].
Measuring ages from clasts currently in the source catchment or channel may provide approximate estimates
of clast inheritance [Owen et al., 2011; Blisniuk et al., 2010], although this latter method assumes no change in
rates of erosion and deposition over time. In addition to inherited 10Be concentrations, uncertainties in
production rates, shielding, erosion, blank corrections, and analytical error as well as the relationship of an
exposure age to a particular geomorphic event all contribute to uncertainties in exposure ages.
6.1.1. Sample Collection, Preparation, and Analysis
We collected samples from two small boulders (intermediate axes≈ 40 cm), as well as seven cobbles (inter-
mediate axes≈ 10 cm), and seven depth proﬁle samples from the Qfr surface for 10Be exposure dating
(Figures 6a and S4). The boulder and cobble samples were quartz-rich lithologies (quartzite and granite),
exhibited minimal evidence of surface weathering, and were collected from stable positions in topographic
Figure 9. (a) Photograph and soil horizons for the ~2m deep soil pit excavated near the apex of the Qfr fan. Clasts with
pedogenic carbonate coatings measured using U-series dating were taken from depths between 100 and 180 cm. Sediment
samples for 10Be depth proﬁle exposure dating are collected at the intervals shown on the photograph. The location of the pit
is shown on Figure 5. Full soil descriptions are provided in Table 1. (b) Depth proﬁle modeling results of the seven samples
taken from the soil pit shown with 1σ internal uncertainties. The median age with 2σ uncertainty corrected for ~3 kyr of
inheritance is signiﬁcantly younger than both the U-series age and the median cobble age.
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bars. Cobbles make up the majority of the surface clasts that we collected because boulders are scarce on Qfr,
and of those present, only two were of the correct lithology and displayed sufﬁciently minimal weathering.
The depth proﬁle samples were collected at 30 cm intervals from a 180 cm deep trench excavated near the
Qfr fan apex (Figure 9a). We also collected pebbles (n=~20) from the western lobe of the Qfr surface, which
were combined into an amalgamated pebble sample.
Rock crushing andmagnetic separation were performed at UT Austin, and all subsequent steps were carried out at
the Scottish Universities Environment Research Centre (SUERC), Scotland, UK. Acceleratormass spectrometer (AMS)
measurements were completed at the SUERC AMS Laboratory and at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
Center for Accelerator Mass Spectrometry (LLNL-CAMS). Detailed descriptions of the processing techniques, the
measurement conditions, and the 10Be concentration calculations are given in the supporting information.
6.1.2. Exposure Age Calculation
We calculated boulder and cobble exposure ages using the CRONUS-Earth online calculator, version 2.2.1
(http://hess.ess.washington.edu) [Balco et al., 2008]. Input parameters for each sample are given in
Table S2; input uncertainty in the 10Be concentration includes the 1σ analytical, blank, 1% carrier mass,
and 2% sample preparation errors. Given the lack of consensus regarding which time-dependent nuclide
production model is most accurate, we present exposure ages calculated using a time-invariant reference
production rate of 4.49 ± 0.3 atoms g1 yr1 (sea level and high latitude) based on the scaling models of
Table 2. 10Be Cosmogenic Exposure Dating: Isotopic Data and Results
Samplea Clast Type
Heightb Thicknessc Latitude Longitude Elevation
Production rate
Density Shielding
factor
Spallationd Muone
(cm) (cm) °N °W (m) (atoms g1 a1) (g/cm3)
Qfr Surface Clast Data
GDH63 cobble 4 2–4 33.94091 116.6201 495 5.60 0.212 2.7 0.989
GDH64 cobble 4 2–4 33.94163 116.62001 504 5.64 0.213 2.7 0.989
GDH65 boulder 15 2–4 33.94224 116.6211 517 5.70 0.214 2.7 0.989
GDH66 cobble 4 2–4 33.9419 116.62099 512 5.67 0.213 2.7 0.989
GDH67 boulder 13 2–4 33.94136 116.6209 503 5.63 0.213 2.7 0.989
GDH68 amalg. peb. 2 2–4 33.94163 116.62001 514 5.68 0.214 2.7 0.989
GDH84 cobble 4 2–4 33.94086 116.62095 495 5.60 0.212 2.7 0.989
GDH85 cobble 4 2–4 33.94107 116.62096 498 5.61 0.212 2.7 0.989
GDH86 cobble 4 2–4 33.94137 116.6212 502 5.63 0.213 2.7 0.989
GDH87 cobble 4 2–4 33.94211 116.62074 516 5.69 0.214 2.7 0.989
Qfr Depth Proﬁle Data
Qfr10 250–500 μ 10 4 33.94203 116.62082 517 - - 1.8–2.4 0.989
Qfr30 250–500 μ 30 4 - - - - - 1.8–2.4 -
Qfr60 250–500 μ 60 4 - - - - - 1.8–2.4 -
Qfr90 250–500 μ 90 4 - - - - - 1.8–2.4 -
Qfr120 250–500 μ 120 4 - - - - - 1.8–2.4 -
Qfr150 250–500 μ 150 4 - - - - - 1.8-2.4 -
Qfr180 250–500 μ 180 4 - - - - - 1.8–2.4 -
aFor photographs of each sample, see Figure S4.
bHeight above Qfr surface.
cApproximate thickness of sample removed from clast tops and depth proﬁle intervals.
dTime-independent production rate based on Lal [1991] and Stone [2000]. Value calculated by CRONUS.
eTime-independent production rate based on Heisinger et al. [2002a, 2002b]. Value calculated by CRONUS.
fAtoms of 10Be in blanks (2σ uncertainties include analytical and 1% carrier mass error, combined in quadrature): 1406: 39273.45949 ± 18986.07664; 1407:
15772.98813 ± 5799.391763; 1409: 46484.18427 ± 18147.42554.
gSUERC standard: National Institute of Standards and Technology SRM4325, 10Be/Be ratio of 2.79 × 10–11. LLNL-CAMS standard: 07KNSTD3110, 10Be/Be ratio of
2.85 × 10–12 (samples GDH63, 64, 67, and 68 only).
hAssuming a 10Be half-life = 1.36Ma.
iCarrier [9Be] = 204 μg/g.
jBackground corrected.
kThe 2σ internal uncertainties include analytical (counting statistics), blank, 1% carrier mass, and 2% sample preparation errors, combined in quadrature.
lClast ages calculated using CRONUS v. 2.2.1 [Balco et al., 2008], time-invariant production, reference production rate: 4.49 ± 0.3 atoms/g/yr. Depth proﬁle age
calculated using MATLAB GUI of Hidy et al. [2010].
mThe 2σ external uncertainties include previously named errors (footnote k) plus an 8.7% production rate and 1% 10Be decay constant errors, combined in
quadrature.
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Lal [1991] and Stone [2000]. Exposure ages calculated simultaneously using variable production rates [Lal,
1991; Stone, 2000; Staiger et al., 2007; Desilets et al., 2006; Desilets and Zreda, 2003; Pigati and Lifton, 2004;
Lifton et al., 2005; Dunai, 2001] are given in the supporting information (Table S3). The external errors given
by CRONUS include an 8.7% uncertainty in production rate that is related to scatter in reference production
rates determined at the various calibration sites used in the time-invariant production scaling model [Balco
et al., 2008]. To calculate the total error, we add in quadrature to the external error a 1% uncertainty in the
10Be decay constant, which in this CRONUS version has been updated to 4.998 ± 0.043 × 107 yr1 to reﬂect
the most recent 10Be half-life measurements [Chmeleff et al., 2010; Korschinek et al., 2010].
We calculated the surface exposure age and inheritance from the depth proﬁle samples using the MATLAB
graphical user interface (GUI) presented by Hidy et al. [2010], which is available online (http://geochronol-
ogy.earthsciences.dal.ca). Input uncertainty in the 10Be concentration is the 1σ internal error described above
and in the supporting information. A complete list of input parameters for the calculations is also given in the
supporting information (Figure S6). The resulting uncertainties in exposure age and inheritance do not
include error in production rate, so we add in quadrature an additional 8.7% error to match the production
rate error used by CRONUS to calculate the external uncertainty in clast ages.
6.2. Beryllium-10 Exposure Dating: Results
Exposure ages from clasts and the depth proﬁle are given in Table 2. Exposure ages from two small boulders,
seven cobbles, and a selection of amalgamated pebbles range from 2.4 ka to 9.2 ka (not corrected for inheri-
tance) with individual 2σ total uncertainties of around ±20% (Table 2 and Figures 10 and 11). Modeling the
depth proﬁle data (seven depth intervals) using the Monte Carlo simulator presented by Hidy et al. [2010]
gives an inheritance-corrected age of 2.9 ± 0.70 ka (2σ) and indicates 1.56–2.0 × 104 atoms/g inherited 10Be,
which is equivalent to 3.0 ± 0.25 kyr (1σ internal uncertainty) of prior exposure (Table 2 and Figure 9b).
6.3. Uranium Series Dating of Pedogenic Carbonate: Methods
In arid environments, pedogenic calcium carbonate (CaCO3) laminations form as coatings on the bottom
surfaces of clasts in gravelly or pebbly alluvium at subsurface depths of 50–200 cm upon initiation of carbo-
nate accumulation [Gile et al., 1966; Machette, 1985]. Trace amounts of radiogenic 238U and 234U are incorpo-
rated into the pedogenic carbonate as it forms, but poorly soluble Th is not, so 238U-234U-230Th dating
(U-series dating) can be used to determine the amount of time since such secondary carbonate formed
Table 2. (continued)
Blankf
10Be/9Beg,h Error 1σ Sample Wt. Carrieri [10Be]j Errork 2σ Agel Errorm 2σ ext. Errork 2σ int.
(×1014) ± (%) (g) (g) atoms g1 (x104) ± atoms g1 (x104) (ka) ± (ka) ± (ka)
Qfr Surface Clast Data
1407 2.9144 3.9175 13.466 0.9786 2.770 0.286 4.773 0.971 0.492
1407 2.9584 3.3082 11.267 0.9752 3.350 0.312 5.735 1.138 0.534
1406 6.6123 4.1519 15.473 0.9693 5.393 0.542 9.147 1.849 0.922
1406 4.5198 5.7469 13.992 0.9698 3.990 0.540 6.789 1.504 0.922
1409 4.6770 2.8586 14.958 0.9727 3.835 0.307 6.57 1.267 0.528
1407 9.1109 2.2300 22.06 0.9736 5.410 0.337 9.197 1.710 0.574
1406 5.3568 4.5469 17.727 0.9654 3.755 0.414 6.473 1.340 0.714
1406 4.7430 5.0176 19.511 0.9616 2.985 0.361 5.132 1.093 0.62
1406 5.3289 4.5916 13.710 0.9677 4.841 0.537 8.303 1.724 0.924
1406 2.2097 6.9192 17.775 0.9761 1.433 0.261 2.429 0.614 0.442
Qfr Depth Proﬁle Data
1406 4.0176 5.2778 15.520 0.9743 3.185 0.409 2.9 0.7 -
1409 5.3847 5.3368 20.651 0.9695 3.221 0.400 - - -
1406 3.9339 7.1631 22.136 0.9727 2.179 0.362 - - -
1406 4.4082 5.0316 22.661 0.9734 2.408 0.294 - - -
1406 3.8502 5.9565 20.767 0.9722 2.268 0.324 - - -
1406 3.9339 5.8936 21.152 0.9720 2.279 0.321 - - -
1406 3.5154 5.8571 22.649 0.9697 1.878 0.269 - - -
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[Ku et al., 1979]. Because carbonate clast
coatings form after deposition, U-series
dating of pedogenic carbonate provides
estimates of the minimum depositional
age of an alluvial deposit [Sharp et al.,
2003; Blisniuk and Sharp, 2003; Ludwig and
Paces, 2002; Behr et al., 2010; Fletcher et al.,
2010; Blisniuk et al., 2012]. In the northwes-
tern Coachella Valley, rainwater and
carbonate-bearing aeolian dust [Reheis
et al., 1995] are inferred to be the primary
sources of calcium (Ca2) ions for pedo-
genic carbonate formation because the
host fans lack signiﬁcant concentrations of
carbonate rocks and Ca-bearing minerals
weather only slowly in the semiarid climate
[Capo and Chadwick, 1999; Machette, 1985].
In soils, carbonate ions (CO3
2) form from
atmospheric and plant-respired CO2 and
from carbon released during plant decom-
position. In the region of this study, pedo-
genic carbonate precipitation on the
bottoms of clasts is dominantly a conse-
quence of evapotranspiration, although
degassing of CO2 from water in the soil
and temperature-dependent changes in
CaCO3 solubility may also induce precipita-
tion [Gile et al., 1966; Birkland, 1999;
Machette, 1985]. Although six stages of
carbonate accumulation have been recog-
nized in older (>100 kyr) alluvium [Gile
et al., 1966; Machette, 1985], the carbonate
coatings we analyzed in this study are
representative of only the very ﬁrst stage
of carbonate accumulation.
Constraining the minimum depositional age of alluvium using U-series dates on pedogenic carbonate
requires consideration of several factors. First, it is important to conﬁrm that the pedogenic carbonate
formed in situ, as carbonate formed on clasts prior to ﬁnal transport and incorporation into the alluvial
deposit would lead to an anomalously old estimate of the depositional age. Although turbulent transport
processes may largely scrub prior carbonate accumulations from clasts before ﬁnal deposition, this process
may be less effective where transport distances are short, as between the Qfr fan and its source catchment.
Second, this dating technique relies upon the measured 230Th/238U ratio, so detrital 230Th incorporated as
silicate inclusions must be subtracted using 232Th as an index [Ludwig and Paces, 2002]. Third, it is important
to verify that the dated carbonate has retained a closed U-series system since formation, which can be
assessed by the reproducibility of ages because open U-series systems would cause ages to scatter.
Fourth, the lag time between alluvial deposition and formation of datable thicknesses of carbonate is
expected to vary with several geologic and environmental factors including climate, parent material, dust
input, and surface roughness. However, recent studies suggest that it may be no more than a few hundred
to a few thousand years in dusty arid environments such as our study area [Ludwig and Paces, 2002; Blisniuk
and Sharp, 2003; Sharp et al., 2003; Blisniuk et al., 2012]. Even a relatively brief lag time, however, may be
signiﬁcant in the case of Holocene alluvial deposits where it may be a sizable fraction of the depositional
age. Accordingly, we interpret the U-series ages of clast coatings as minimum estimates of the age of
deposition of the host alluvium.
Figure 10. (a) Results of 10Be cosmogenic nuclide exposure dating of
clasts and (b) the depth proﬁle from the Qfr fan. Results are given in
Table 1. Figure 10a shows shaded relief map of Qfr showing the names,
locations, and exposure ages of the seven cobbles, two boulders, and
amalgamated pebbles as well as the location of the depth proﬁle and
U-series ages (DP). Clast ages are shown with 2σ external uncertainties.
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6.3.1. Sample Collection, Preparation, and Analysis
We collected gravel clasts with carbonate coatings for U-series analysis from the same soil pit sampled for the
10Be depth proﬁle. Carbonate accumulation in this young deposit has not advanced sufﬁciently to form a
visible zone of maximum accumulation, so we selected well-coated clasts from a range of depths between
about 100 and 180 cm below the surface. To avoid visibly inherited carbonate, we were careful to collect
clasts with carbonate coatings on their bottom surfaces only.
We performed all sample processing and analyses at the Berkeley Geochronology Center. The clasts were
cleaned using a soft nylon brush and inspected under a microscope. Clasts free of visible detrital contamina-
tion and secondary porosity indicative of partial dissolution were selected. Eleven ~10–20mg carbonate
samples from ﬁve clasts were collected by separating the carbonate coatings from the clasts using a ﬁnely
pointed straight steel probe and transferring each sample to a glass vial. Photographs of each clast prior to
sampling and annotated to show the sampled areas are provided in the supporting information
(Figure S5). The samples were cleaned in an ultrasonic bath to remove external contaminants, dissolved in
7N HNO3 and spiked with a mixture of
229Th, 233U, and 236U before separation of uranium and thorium using
anion exchange techniques. The samples were analyzed using a Thermo NEPTUNE multicollector inductively
coupled plasma-mass spectrometry. See supporting information for full U-series analytical details. Ages were
calculated using the half-lives of Jaffey et al. [1971] for 238U, Holden [1989] for 232Th, and Cheng et al. [2013] for
230Th and 234U. Correction for U and Th from detritus was made assuming detritus with activity ratios of
(232Th/238U) = 1.2 ± 0.6, (230Th/238U) = 1.0 ± 0.1, and (234U/238U) = 1.0 ± 0.1, which correspond to average
silicate crust in secular equilibrium. Ages and uncertainties were calculated with Isoplot [Ludwig, 2009].
Uncertainties of corrected ages include measurement errors and uncertainties associated with the detritus
correction. Solutions to the age equation were constrained to ﬁnite, positive values and were calculated using
Isoplot and 10,000 Monte Carlo trials.
6.4. Uranium Series Dating of Pedogenic Carbonate: Results
Analytical data and ages are given in Table 3, and the dates are plotted in Figure 11. All of the U-series ages
agree within uncertainties. We note that scatter of the U-series ages beyond that expected from analytical
uncertainties is absent, consistent with closed U-Th systems and the absence of inherited clast coatings.
Three relatively precise analyses (those with the smallest corrections for 230Th from detritus) with ages of
4.70 ± 0.92 ka (2σ), 4.87 ± 0.84 ka and 5.40 ± 0.72 ka are in good mutual agreement. Because the youngest
dates are likely to be those biased most by relatively late growth of their clast coatings, we adopt the
Figure 11. (left) Results of U-series dating of pedogenic carbonate clast coatings from ﬁve pebbles and (right) 10Be clast
exposure dates for comparison. Individual measurements are shown with 2σ total errors and show signiﬁcant overlap
between the distributions of measurements from bothmethods. Samples excluded from the weightedmean (U-series) and
median (exposure dating) calculations are shown in grey. The mean U series age and median clast exposure age overlap at
the 95% conﬁdence level. The mean U-series age provides a minimum depositional age for Qfr.
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weighted mean age of the eight remain-
ing samples, 5.09 ± 0.44 (95% conﬁ-
dence interval (CI); MSWD=0.57), as
our best estimate of the minimum age
of the Qfr fan (Figure 11). We emphasize
that this measurement simply constrains
Qfr deposition to no later than ~5 ka.
Interpreting this date as the fan age
would require an additional estimate of
the time between fan deposition and
carbonate accumulation, which is not
possible to make with these data.
7. Qfr Fan Age
Weuse probability distributions tomodel
a composite exposure age for the clasts
collected from the Qfr alluvial fan
[Zechar and Frankel, 2009]. Combining
the 10 10Be exposure ages from surface
clasts and using total uncertainties and
assuming a Gaussian distribution of indi-
vidual ages yield a median composite
exposure age of 6.4+ 3.9/4.2 ka (95%
CI) (Figure 12a). Sample GDH87, which
yielded the youngest individual age,
deﬁnes a separate peak in the probability
density curve and does not overlap with
any other samples within 2σ internal
uncertainty. For this reason, we consider
sample GDH87 to be a statistical outlier
that can be excluded from the ﬁnal age
calculation and we interpret its young
age to indicate signiﬁcantly later colluvial
deposition, which is consistent with its
location near the apex of Qfr.
Sample GDH68, which yielded the old-
est exposure age, was measured from
an amalgamation of ~20 pebble-sized
surface clasts with intermediate axis
lengths generally less than ~3 cm. We
collected these pebbles from an area
within ~50m from the apex of Qfr.
Although GDH68 overlaps in age with
the remaining samples, we exclude it
from the ﬁnal age calculation because
it is not appropriately compared to the
other samples considering the different
transport and depositional processes
that affect pebble-sized and cobble- to
boulder-sized samples. Although sam-
ples GDH65 and GDH86 deﬁne a distinct
shoulder in the probability density
curve, they overlap in age with theT
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remaining samples within 2σ internal uncertainties, and there is no strong geological argument for their
exclusion. Excluding samples GDH87 and GDH68 and combining the eight remaining clast ages and again
assuming a Gaussian distribution of individual ages yield the same, though more tightly constrained, median
composite exposure age of 6.4 + 3.7/2.1 ka (95% CI) (Figure 12b).
Median or mean exposure ages calculated by combining multiple surface clasts do not necessarily have any
direct relation to the timing of fan deposition because individual clasts may have inherited 10Be (making their
apparent ages too old) and/or may have experienced clast erosion or exhumation of the surrounding matrix
(making their apparent ages too young). However, we consider using the oldest clast age (GDH65: 9.1 ± 1.8 ka,
2σ total error) as the depositional age for Qfr to be an overly conservative interpretation and nomore justiﬁable
than using the youngest age (GDH63: 4.8± 1.0 ka, 2σ total error). Taking the ~6.4 ka median exposure age as
representative of the depositional age in this context requires the simplifying assumption that these
processes balance and cancel each other out [Repka et al., 1997]. However, we ﬁnd limited evidence for clast
erosion or surface exhumation on the Qfr fan, consistent with the expectation that effects of these processes
should be minor over the Holocene. For this reason, it is unsurprising that separately, the boulders and
cobbles do not deﬁne measurably different age distributions, suggesting that 10Be concentration does not
depend on clast size at this site, as has been observed on older surfaces elsewhere [Behr et al., 2010].
Therefore, deviations in clast dates away from the true depositional age of Qfr are likely to be dominated by
inherited 10Be; thus, the 6.4 ka median clast age is more likely to represent an upper bound on the timing of
fan deposition.
This interpretation of the Qfr fan is consistent with the observed relation between the median composite
exposure age of 6.4 + 3.7/2.1 ka and the age of 5.09 ± 0.44 ka from U-series dating of pedogenic carbonate
Figure 12. Individual and combined median exposure ages calculated from (a) all clasts and (b) all but two clasts. Upper
rows show combined (bold curve) and individual (light curves) clast ages modeled using probability density functions
assuming a Gaussian distribution of individual clast ages. The median combined ages are computed using 2σ external
uncertainties associated with the individual clast dates. The lower rows compare the clasts dates within 2σ internal
uncertainties. Sample GDH87 does not overlap any other sample within internal error, so we excluded it from the ﬁnal
median clast age calculation shown in Figure 12b. We also exclude the amalgamated pebble sample GDH68 since pebbles
are subject to different geomorphic processes than larger clast. The ﬁnal median combined age (Figure 12b) is the same as
that calculated with all clasts included (Figure 12a), but with a tighter 95% conﬁdence interval. Because the median clast
age overlaps within error of the U-series age, we assume that it effectively averages out differences in inherited 10Be among
the clasts and thus provides a reliable constraint on the depositional age of Qfr.
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(Figure 11). As discussed above, we interpret the mean U-series age as aminimum estimate of the age of fan
deposition for three reasons. First, scatter of the U-series ages is attributable to analytical uncertainty,
consistent with closed system behavior and the absence of inherited clast coatings. Second, carbonate
accumulation ensues only after fan deposition. Third, we by necessity sampled the whole thickness of the
carbonate coatings, so the U-series ages average over the entire interval of carbonate accumulation. We note
that the weighted mean U-series age overlaps within uncertainties with the lower bound of the median
composite 10Be exposure age (see Figure 11). We interpret such agreement to indicate that the many
possible factors discussed above that could confound the 10Be and U-series ages of the Qfr fan are, in fact,
not severe in this case.
Both the U-series age and the median clast exposure age are signiﬁcantly older than the 2.9 ± 0.70 ka (2σ) 10Be
exposure age calculated from the depth proﬁle modeling (Figure 9b). Multiple model runs using the Hidy et al.
[2010] MATLAB script failed to satisfactorily reconcile the inheritance-corrected depth proﬁle age with either
the clast exposure or the U-series age without excluding the 10 and 60 cm depth intervals and invoking greater
than half a meter of surface lowering, for which we do not see obvious geomorphic evidence. The distribution
of 10Be with depth measured in the depth proﬁle can be better reconciled with the other ages by considering
nonuniform inherited 10Be or by incremental deposition, although sedimentological evidence suggests at most
two debris ﬂow deposits (Figure 9). An additional factor that may have inﬂuenced the depth proﬁle age is that
we analyzed only the 250–500μm sand fraction sieved from each sample. This sample size may be more
susceptible to contamination by inﬁltration of younger grains blown in from more actively eroding upwind
areas likeWhitewater Canyon. It is possible that measuring gravel- and pebble-sized clasts from the same depth
intervals would yield an older age more compatible with the U-series and cobble exposure ages. A more
in-depth exploration of these apparently discrepant depth proﬁle ages will be presented in a future study,
but because themedian clast exposure age and U-series carbonate age agree satisfactorily, we favor these ages
and not the depth proﬁle age for the slip rate calculation.
8. Slip Rate for the Banning Strand
We determine the best constrained Holocene right-lateral slip rate for the Banning strand of
3.9 + 2.3/1.6mm/yr (median, 95% CI) by combining the 6.4 + 3.7/2.1 ka (95% CI) median combined surface
clast age with the 25±5m, quantitatively determined fan axis offset. This slip rate is modeled using probability
distributions that assume a Gaussian uncertainty distribution for the age and a trapezoidal distribution for the
offset, which takes into account a preferred offset range of 22–28m [Zechar and Frankel, 2009]. The slip rate
uncertainty includes uncertainties in the offset and age measurements but does not account for uncertainties
related to the seismic cycle [Weldon and Sieh, 1985] of the Banning strand, which are expected to be compara-
tively small and can be ignored, for two reasons. First, error derived from relating the depositional timing of Qfr
to the seismic cycle of the Banning strand is impossible to quantify given the large uncertainty in the age of Qfr
relative to the recurrence interval of the Banning strand (probably several hundred years; see section 9 and Yule
et al. [2001] and Onderdonk et al. [2013]), rendering this source of error irrelevant. Second, given our best
constrained slip rate of ~4mm/yr and assuming a several hundred year recurrence interval, slip per event for
the Banning fault should not often exceed 3m. Even if the Banning strand is near the end of an earthquake
cycle and the displacement recorded by Qfr is too low by the amount of slip that will be produced in the next
rupture, this error would still be well within the ±5m uncertainty bounds assigned to the 25m offset and can
therefore be ignored as well. We also report a similar maximum slip rate of 4.9 + 1.0/0.9mm/yr (median, 95%
CI) by combining the 5.1± 0.4 ka U-series carbonateminimum agewith the offset. The slip rate predicted by the
2.9± 0.7 ka (2σ) depth proﬁle age is 8.6 + 3.3/2.3mm/yr (median, 95% CI), although we are more conﬁdent in
the U-series and clast exposure ages, so we do not favor this rate in our discussion of how these new slip rates
affect our understanding of seismic hazard and slip partitioning in southern California.
9. Implications for Seismic Hazard and Slip Partitioning
Our preferred Holocene right-lateral geologic slip rate for the Banning strand of 4–5mm/yr represents only
25–35% of the right-lateral geologic slip rate for the southern Mission Creek strand (14–17mm/yr) [Behr
et al., 2010] and around 20% of the geodetically estimated slip rate for the Indio strand of the Coachella Valley
segment of the southern San Andreas Fault (~23–25mm/yr) [Becker et al., 2005; Fay and Humphreys, 2005;
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Fialko, 2006; Spinler et al., 2010; Loveless
and Meade, 2011]. This implies that
only about 20–35% of total southern
San Andreas Fault slip is transferred
northwest into San Gorgonio Pass via
the Banning strand. We emphasize, how-
ever, that this is a minimum constraint on
both the slip rate for the Banning strand
and the amount of slip entering San
Gorgonio Pass from the southeast.
First, the westward increase in topo-
graphic relief in the hanging wall of the
Garnet Hill strand (e.g., Garnet Hill
and East and West Whitewater Hills;
Figure 1) is likely the product of slip
transfer away from the Banning strand
[Yule and Sieh, 2003] that occurs south-
east of our slip rate site. Therefore, the
4–5mm/yr slip rate recorded by the off-
set Qfr fan may be less than the slip rate
of the Banning strand to the southeast.
Similarly, if earthquakes propagating
northwest along the Banning strand
do not frequently rupture through San
Gorgonio Pass, it is likely that they termi-
nate near Cottonwood Canyon (Figure 1)
where the Banning strand abruptly loses surface expression. Although this location is ~7 km along strike from
the Painted Hill slip rate site, it is possible that coseismic offsets of the Qfr fan are at times near the tail ends of
the earthquake slip distributions where slip is lower, also leading to a slip rate underestimate. Furthermore,
4–5mm/yr represents the lateral component of slip only; thus, we could be missing a reverse component.
However, we think this is unlikely because although the Banning Fault begins to dip to the north near
Whitewater Canyon, offsets and stream deﬂections adjacent to the Qfr fan indicate right-lateral displace-
ment, and evidence for a reverse component of motion across this part of the Banning strand is ambiguous.
Finally, the amount of slip entering San Gorgonio Pass is equal to the total slip summed across the northwest
ends of the Banning and Garnet Hills strands. The 4–5mm/yr minimum Banning strand slip rate represents a
minimum constraint on total slip entering San Gorgonio Pass because the slip rate of the Garnet Hill strand
has not been determined. Determining how applicable this slip rate is for reaches of the Banning strand to
the southeast and knowing what proportion of total slip entering San Gorgonio Pass this slip rate represents
will require slip ratemeasurements from the Garnet Hill strand as well as from elsewhere on the Banning strand.
The primary implication of this relatively low 4–5mm/yr slip rate for the Banning strand is that slip may be
more evenly distributed between the Banning, Garnet Hill, and Mission Creek strands in the northwestern
Coachella Valley than was previously thought, as illustrated in Figure 13a. A slip rate of 4–5mm/yr, or
25–35% of geologically measured slip on the southern San Andreas Fault, is consistent with recent mechanical
slip rate models [Fattaruso et al., 2014] but is signiﬁcantly less than has been assumed in seismic hazard mod-
els and is inconsistent with it being a dominant structure transferring plate boundary slip to the northwest.
This leaves 65–75% (~9–13mm/yr) of southern San Andreas Fault slip to be taken up by the Mission Creek
and/or Garnet Hill strands, or by faults that have not been identiﬁed. It is worth considering the possibility
that southeast propagating ruptures could contribute to the offset of the Qfr fan without continuing far
enough south to contribute offset to the Biskra Palms Oasis slip rate site. If this occurred relatively frequently,
the slip rate we have measured would represent an even smaller proportion of southern San Andreas Fault
slip. However, it remains unclear to what extent ruptures can actually propagate though San Gorgonio
Pass, and given the abrupt northwest termination of the Banning strand and the lack of obvious connectivity
between it and the San Gorgonio Pass Fault system, slip from southeast propagating ruptures is unlikely to
Figure 13. Revised models for how slip may be partitioned between the
Mission Creek, Banning, and Garnet Hill strands given the relatively low
Banning strand slip rate. (a) Slip is more evenly distributed between all
three faults in the northwestern Coachella Valley. In this case, the
majority of southern San Andreas Fault slip is still transferred northwest
to San Gorgonio Pass via the Banning and Garnet Hill strands, with a
smaller proportion transferred to the Eastern California Shear Zone via
the Mission Creek strand. (b) Slip is concentrated on the Garnet Hill
strand and, to a lesser extent, the Banning strand. In this case, southern
San Andreas Fault slip is almost entirely transferred northwest to San
Gorgonio Pass.
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have a signiﬁcant effect on our slip rate measurement. Regardless, the model proposed in Figure 2a, whereby
slip is concentrated on the Banning strand, appears to be invalid. Several slip-partitioning models are
therefore possible, including that illustrated in Figure 13a, where slip is approximately evenly shared
between the Mission Creek, Banning, and Garnet Hill strands. A potential issue with this model is that
the surface trace of the Mission Creek strand, although well expressed north of the Indio Hills, is not sug-
gestive of a fault accommodating signiﬁcant slip northwest of Desert Hot Springs (see section 3.1 and
Figure 3), and it does not displace Holocene alluvium higher in San Bernardino Mountains [Matti and
Morton, 1993; Kendrick et al., 2015; Owen et al., 2014]. This can be resolved to a certain extent by invoking
northward slip transfer from the Mission Creek strand via faults in the Eastern Transverse Ranges (Figure 1)
to the Eastern California Shear Zone, which geologic slip rate measurements suggest accommodates 6.2
± 1.9mm/yr of right-lateral slip over a 60 km wide shear zone [Oskin et al., 2008]. Although the northern
ends of the Burnt Mountain and Eureka Peak faults did rupture during the 1992 Landers earthquake, many
of the Eastern Transverse Ranges faults are bedrock bounded, making assessments of late Quaternary activ-
ity difﬁcult, and it is possible that slip transfer through this region may simply be too distributed to
conﬁdently quantify.
An alternative model that places less emphasis on the Mission Creek strand would place much of the slip
not accommodated by the Banning strand on the Garnet Hill strand, making this the dominant fault in the
northwestern Coachella Valley (Figure 13b). Little is known about the Garnet Hill strand, partly because it is
so poorly expressed at the surface. While folding and uplifts along the Garnet Hill strand seem to indicate a
reverse-slip component, the topography of Edom Hill to the south and the Whitewater Hills to the north
may be related to a complex interaction with the Banning strand, and it remains unclear exactly what
relationship Garnet Hill (Figure 1) has to latest Quaternary deformation along the Garnet Hill strand [Yule
and Sieh, 2003]. If this model (Figure 13b) best represents present-day slip partitioning, then coseismic slip
associated with southern San Andreas Fault ruptures may tend to be partitioned between the Garnet
Hill and Banning strands, with dominantly right-lateral slip that is initially concentrated on the southeastern
Banning strand transitioning to the northwest to right-reverse slip concentrated on the Garnet Hill strand as
the strike of both faults rotates to a more transpressive geometry near San Gorgonio Pass. While it is
certainly possible that the Garnet Hill strand accommodates a signiﬁcant lateral slip component as it enters
San Gorgonio Pass [Yule and Sieh, 2003], this would be somewhat surprising given that there is little
evidence along its surface trace, where identiﬁable, of offset consistent with a fault accommodating
~10mm/yr.
However, when comparing the well-expressed Banning strand to the less easily identiﬁed Garnet Hill strand,
it its important to consider the widely varying erosional and depositional processes governing preservation
of their surface traces. For example, the Garnet Hill strand is subject to rates of aeolian deposition and
volumes of ﬂooding that the Banning strand, although only 2–3 km to the north, is less affected by.
Surface evidence of a fast Garnet Hill strand could be rapidly covered or washed away, particularly if it is
accommodating dominantly lateral motion. In contrast, several of the late Pleistocene surfaces that so promi-
nently highlight the surface trace of the Banning strand (Figure 3f) may be exaggerated or enhanced by ﬂood
erosion along the fault, and the ease with which the linear central reach of the Banning strand (Figure 3g) can
be followed may be as much due to sand trapped by vegetation lineaments as to topography related to fault
rupture. Therefore, when comparing the Banning and Garnet Hill strands, the better expression of the
Banning strand may be misleading. Differences in the geomorphic processes affecting the Banning and
Mission Creek strands are less stark; thus, we consider the comparison of their surface expression in
section 3.1 (Figure 3) to still be useful. However, given the lack of slip rates for the Mission Creek and
Garnet Hill strands, we can say deﬁnitively only that slip does not appear to be concentrated on the
Banning Fault at its northwest end.
Because 4–5mm/yr is a relatively small proportion of the total slip accommodated by the southern San
Andreas Fault System, an alternative explanation for the strong geomorphic expression of the Banning strand
may simply be that it rupturedmore recently than the Mission Creek or Garnet Hill strands. Earthquake timing
and recurrence measurements northwest of the Banning strand at Burro Flats (Figure 1) along the southeast
end of the San Bernardino strand [Yule et al., 2001] and to the southeast at Thousand Palms Canyon along the
southeast end of the Mission Creek strand [Fumal et al., 2002] suggest recurrence timings of 200–300 years
with the most recent events on each strand having occurred about 300 years ago (although it is unclear if
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these are the same earthquake). It is reasonable to assume that the Banning strand is signiﬁcantly involved in
transferring slip between these two bracketing fault strands, and based on these data, it is probable that it
has a recurrence interval of several hundred years, but because no direct measurements of earthquake tim-
ing or recurrence have beenmeasured for the Banning strand, its rupture history remains unknown. Slip rates
alone cannot reveal anything about rupture timing, so lacking paleoseismic constraints for the Banning
strand, the slip rate we have measured cannot be used to determine whether it is the most probable rupture
path for the next southern San Andreas Fault earthquake, as current earthquake hazard models suggest.
Given the potential pitfalls in relating surface expression to fault activity, especially for the faults in the north-
western Coachella Valley, we believe that since slip rate and earthquake recurrence constraints remain very
sparse, designating a preferred slip-partitioning model would be premature. We suggest instead that hazard
models should more seriously consider alternative rupture paths, including the possibility that rupture might
bypass the Banning and Garnet Hill strands altogether and follow the Mission Creek strand (Figure 2b), that
rupturemight be directed toward San Gorgonio Pass but be diffusely partitioned between the Garnet Hill and
Banning strands (Figure 13b), or that rupture might be distributed on to all three strands (Figure 13a). This
new rate does not have signiﬁcant bearing on the question of if or how often earthquakes rupture through
San Gorgonio Pass rather than terminate at its southeastern entrance because in either case it is probable
that earthquakes would rupture the patch of the Banning strand where the rate is measured. Put another
way, it is probable that the majority of earthquakes that follow the Banning strand but that do not propagate
through San Gorgonio Pass terminate northwest of the Painted Hill slip rate site and are therefore still
recorded by offset of the Qfr fan. This new slip rate for the Banning strand leads us to conclude that slip is
not concentrated on the Banning strand and may be more evenly partitioned between all three faults in
the northwestern Coachella Valley or largely concentrated on the Garnet Hill strand. This result underscores
the need for paleoseismic measurements of earthquake timing as well as additional slip rate measurements
from all the major fault strands in order to adequately assess the hazard associated with northwest propagat-
ing earthquake ruptures.
10. Summary
The primary conclusions of this study are as follows.
1. Structural measurements and geomorphic observations suggest that slip is transferred from the Mission
Creek strand to the Banning strand in the northwestern Indio Hills, west of Thousand Palms Canyon.
2. The quantitatively constrained Holocene geologic slip rate for the Banning strand is 4–5mm/yr since
~5.1–6.4 ka. This is a minimum slip rate for the Banning strand, since some slip may be transferred to
the Garnet Hill strand before reaching the Painted Hill slip rate site.
3. At least 4–5mm/yr of slip enters San Gorgonio Pass. This is a minimum because the slip rate for the Garnet
Hill strand is unknown.
4. Because 4–5 mm/yr represents only ~25–35% of the total amount of slip accommodated by the Coachella
Valley segment of the San Andreas Fault slip must be is less concentrated on the Banning strand than pre-
viously thought.
5. The more prominent geomorphic expression of the trace of the Banning strand relative to the Garnet Hill
and Mission Creek strands cannot be explained by a faster slip rate and may instead indicate more recent
surface rupture or result from other factors favoring geomorphic preservation of the fault trace.
6. Although current seismic hazard models may not be incorrect in assuming that the next southern San
Andreas Fault earthquake will rupture the Banning strand, they should consider other scenarios in which
the Banning and Garnet Hill strands rupture together or are completely bypassed in favor of the Mission
Creek strand or where all three faults rupture together.
7. Because our understanding of the geomorphic processes that contribute to the formation, stabilization,
and evolution of alluvial deposits is incomplete, use of multiple complimentary geochronometers may
help to reduce the likelihood that erroneous depositional ages will be interpreted from dates that are
incorrect because of unknown epistemic uncertainties.
8. Our results emphasize the urgent need to collect a greater number of slip rate measurements and
paleoseismic constraints on earthquake timing from the Mission Creek, Banning, and Garnet Hill strands
in order to produce better informed hazard estimates for southern California and to improve our
understanding of the evolution of this fault system.
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